Abstract. This paper describes a tool for use in user-directed synthesis of circuits speci ed using the relational VLSI description language Ruby. The synthesis method is based on syntactic rewriting of Ruby terms, combined with the introduction of constraints into the speci cation. The rewriting process is described in a meta-language based on the use of tactics and tacticals, which makes it possible to develop complex specialised strategies for the re nement of speci cations.
Introduction
The relational VLSI speci cation language Ruby 4] forms a good basis for a transformational style of VLSI synthesis, in which an abstract speci cation is systematically modi ed into a description of an implementable circuit by \cal-culation " 5, 10] .
This paper describes some of the principles behind a tool, known as T- Ruby 12] , for handling this style of synthesis. In T-Ruby, the transformation process relies on two elements: Syntactic rewriting, based on (possibly conditional) equivalences between terms of the Ruby language 8], and the introduction of constraints related to data abstractions or specialisations. These constraints enable us to produce circuits which are no longer simply equivalent to the original speci cation, by reducing the generality of the circuit whose description is being developed. The transformation process takes place in a Standard ML environment in an interactive manner directed by the user. The availability within T-Ruby of a meta-language with tactics and tacticals makes it possible to compose complex rewriting strategies to make the transformation process more automatic.
The paper is not a complete description of T-Ruby. Many features are not covered fully, and some are not described at all. For further details, see 12] .
such as the types of pairs, lists and binary relations. Super cially, it resembles a traditional strongly typed functional programming language with parametric polymorphism, o ering facilities for de ning named objects of these types and functions for manipulating them. However, it contains two slightly unusual features which re ect its true nature. Firstly, the language has built-in constants for certain basic relations and operators which are needed for VLSI design. And secondly, the language extends the normal function space for functions to include dependent product types 6, 15] .
The built-in relational constants are those of the so-called Pure Ruby subset of Ruby, as introduced by Rossen 11] . This makes use of the observation that a very large class of the relations which are useful for describing VLSI circuits can be expressed in terms of four basic elements: two relations and two combinators. These are usually de ned in terms of synchronous streams of data by the following four axioms: 
The classical view of these is that the relation spread r describes (any) combinational circuit, and the relation D describes the basic sequential circuit|the so-called delay element. F ;G (the backward relational composition of F with G) describes the serial composition of the circuit described by F with that described by G, and F; G] (the relational product of F and G) correspondingly describes the parallel composition of F and G.
Graphical Interpretations
A feature of Ruby is that relations and combinators have a natural graphical interpretation, corresponding to an abstract oorplan for the circuits which they describe. Since this can be a great help to the intuition, we remind the reader that the conventional graphical interpretation of spread (or, in fact, of any other circuit whose internal details we do not wish to show) is as a labelled rectangular box. The components of the domain and range are drawn as wire stubs. Boxes can be drawn in a \2-sided" or \4-sided" manner. A 2-sided box is drawn with the components of the domain up the left hand side and the components of the range up the right. On a 4-sided box, the components of the domain must always be a pair, whose rst element is drawn up the left hand side and second element along the top from left to right, while the range is drawn similarly along the bottom from left to right, and up the right hand side. The conventional graphical interpretation for D is as a D-shaped gure, with the domain up the at side and the range up the rounded side, while F ; G is drawn with the range of F \plugged into" the domain of G, and F; G] with the two circuits F and G in parallel (unconnected). These conventions are illustrated in Figure 
Circuit and Combinator De nitions
In T-Ruby, all other Ruby circuits and combinators are de ned in terms of the four elements of Pure Ruby, using a simple de nition syntax in the style of the typed -calculus 1]. Commonly used simple de nitions which we shall make use of in the examples of this paper are shown in Figure 2 . Note that in T-Ruby the combinational relation r which is used as the argument to spread is represented by r's characteristic function. In the concrete syntax used in the gure, notations of the form \x:t.b stand for -abstractions with bound variable x of type t, 'A, 'B,... stand for type variables, and notations of the form ty1*ty2 and ty1~ty2 stand respectively for pair types and relation types with component types ty1 and ty2. Circuits are by de nition non-parameterised relations. Thus id describes the identity relation, often denoted , Dub relates a value to a pair of copies of this value, Cross relates a pair of values to the swapped pair, and reorg rearranges the way in which three values are grouped into pairs. Combinators have one or more parameters, corresponding for example to the circuits to be combined; applying a combinator to suitable arguments gives a new circuit. Thus (Fst R) is the circuit described by R; ], and so on. The graphical interpretations of these relations are shown in Figure 3. 
Size Parameterisation
The dialect of Ruby used by the system is essentially that given by Rossen in 9] . This di ers from the standard description of Ruby given by Jones and Sheeran in 4] in that \repetitive" combinators and wiring relations are explicitly parameterised in the number of repetitions. Thus, for example, the wiring relation apl, which relates a list of signals, t, and a single signal, s, to the list formed by appending s \on the left" of t, becomes a combinator parameterised in the number of signals in t. To stress this parameterisation, the names of such combinators are changed by adding the letter n; thus apl becomes apln. Similarly, map (which applies the same relation to all elements of a list) becomes mapn; applied to an integer argument m and a relation R of type (ty1 ty2), this gives an object of type: (nlist m]ty1 nlist m]ty2) i.e. a relation between a list of exactly m elements of type ty1 and a list of m elements of type ty2.
Parameterisation of combinators and wiring relations in the size of the circuits involved has two bene cial e ects. Firstly, it means that instantiation of circuits of particular sizes is made explicit in T-Ruby expressions, and secondly, it eases the task of proving facts about circuits by using a theorem prover 11]. However, it also has the consequence that the result type of functions will often depend on the value of the argument supplied to the function, so the ordinary function spaces must be generalised to the dependent product types introduced by Martin-L of 6, 15] . A comparatively simple example is the case of the combinator mapn above. This has the polymorphic dependent product type: n : int ! (( ) ! (nlist n] nlist n] )) where the result type depends on the value of the rst argument, here denoted n, and and are type variables.
In general, dependent product types make type inference undecidable and introduce a number of complications into the type uni cation used for type checking. These are described in more detail in 13, 12].
Rewriting Ruby Terms
The T-Ruby system allows the user to rewrite Ruby terms according to prede ned rewrite rules. Rewriting takes place in an interactive manner directed by the user. This style of system is often called a transformation system to distinguish it from a conventional rewrite system. The system uses a meta-language to describe the desired transformations in terms of a series of transformation commands. This allows the user to design his or her own transformations and to remain in full control of the process. At the same time, the meta-program serves as documentation for the transformation performed.
This approach is inspired by work of Milner, Paulson and others on LCF 3, 7] . There are a number of basic rewrite functions, known as tactics, which can be combined by the use of higher order functions, known as tacticals. In the TRuby system, these functions are Standard ML functions, and are applied in an SML environment. The basic functions are quite simple, which means that the system itself cannot perform any sophisticated rewrites. However, as the user becomes familiar with the domain on which the system is used, more complex and automated strategies can be designed via the use of tacticals.
The Transformation Process
The basic idea of the rewrite system is to rewrite Terms (or subterms within Terms), using a sequence of directed rewrite rules. In what follows, we shall refer to the Term which is currently to be rewritten as the target expression.
We can write a directed rule in the form: l ! r where l and r are in general Terms, possibly with free variables. Such a directed rule indicates that any (sub-)Term, say t, which matches l can be replaced by r. Matching will in general involve instantiation of type variables or free term variables within l, and in such a case the same instantiations must be applied to r before it replaces l. Formally speaking, the matching process involves nding a substitution, , which can be applied to the (type and term) variables of l to make it the same as t: i.e. such that l = t.
When manipulating Ruby expressions with a view to producing a design, we essentially start from the trivial equivalence: spec = spec where spec is the initial speci cation of a circuit at some suitably high level of abstraction, in T-Ruby known as the start expression. We then attempt to rewrite the right-hand side by using proved rewrite rules, so that we arrive at a description which is closer to what we can implement. However, if we restrict our attention to rewriting with simple equivalences the result will be strictly equivalent to the original abstract description, and will therefore often be impossible to realise. For example, it might be expressed in terms of integers; to realise the circuit, we have to restrict ourselves to integers representable by n bits, and so on.
Instead of just rewriting the right-hand side of the trivial equivalence, we are therefore interested in performing a calculation where the speci cation can also be manipulated. As pointed out in 14], we can illustrate this process by: spec = spec = impl where R i represent sequences of rewrites, which are only applied to the righthand side of the equivalence, and C i represent constraints, which are applied to both sides of the equivalence. This style of design has been described by Rossen in 10]. What we see as users of the rewrite system is, of course, just the right-hand side of this process: spec ! step 1 ! step 0 1 ! step 2 ! : : : ! impl but behind the scenes the original speci cation is changed from spec to spec 00:::0 , re ecting the addition of the constraints. From a logical point of view, it is equivalent to demonstrating that the implementation and speci cation are equivalent under the constraints 16], i.e. that:
constraints`(impl , spec)
The T-Ruby system permits the user to inspect the start expression, together with the currently added constraints, at any stage of the rewriting process.
Rewrite Rules
In the T-Ruby system, all circuits, combinators and rules are represented as Terms composed from free or bound variables, function applications, quantications, conditionals and functional abstractions. A rule must be a Term representing an equality or an implication between two equalities, with universal quanti cation over variables. Variables which appear on the left-hand side of the rule must also appear on the right, in order to satisfy the stability criterion for rewriting 2], and this implies that rewriting alone cannot introduce new variables into a Term. Apart from this there are no restrictions on the forms of the rules which may be used. In practice, however, most of the commonly used rules are equalities between relations, corresponding to equivalences between circuits, which can be used to manipulate a circuit description in Ruby to another, equivalent form. Some simple examples which are used later in the paper can be seen in Figure 4 . These rules express facts about the combinators, such as the associativity of serial composition (assoccomp), the commutativity of Fst and Snd (fstsndcomm), and the distributivity of Fst over serial composition (fstcompdist). More complex rules are used in Ruby synthesis to express such things as the inputoutput equivalence of a circuit and a systolic version of the same circuit, or to express ways to replace complex wiring with simpler equivalents. In the T-Ruby system, the directed rules used for rewriting come from four sources:
1. They may be de ned explicitly via rewrite rule de nitions. Such rewrite rules have the form of equations, possibly with preconditions, and therefore de ne two directed rules, one from left to right, and one from right to left in the equation. For example the rewrite rule assoccomp in Figure 4 , which expresses the associativity of serial composition, gives rise to the two directed rules:
8 R : ; S : ; T : ((R ; S) ; T ! R ; (S ; T)) 8 R :
; S : ; T : (R ; (S ; T) ! (R ; S) ; T)
We will refer to these as the introduction and elimination rules respectively. 2. They may be de ned implicitly via circuit de nitions. For example, the definition of the circuit Dub shown in Figure 2 above gives rise to the introduction rule:
Dub ! spread( a : ; b : ( ) (let (b1; b2) = b in ((a = b1)^(a = b2)))) which permits the named circuit to be expanded with its de nition, and an elimination rule which goes in the reverse direction. 3. They may be de ned implicitly via combinator de nitions. For example, the de nition of the combinator Fst gives rise to the introduction rule:
which permits the named combinator to be expanded with its de nition (with universal quanti cation over parameters of the combinator), and an elimination rule which goes in the reverse direction. 4. They may be de ned as the results of previous rewrite processes. If a sequence of rewrites has enabled us to rewrite a Term t to another Term t 0 , then the rule t = t 0 , universally quanti ed over all free variables in t, can be stored in the system. It may be helpful to think of this as a rewrite lemma which can be stored for later use. For a rewrite rule, lemma, circuit or combinator de nition with identi er nam, the introduction and elimination rules will have the identi ers nam-i, and nam-e respectively.
Proof Obligations
Explicitly de ned rewrite rules are normally proved from the axioms of Pure Ruby before being entered into the system. However, the existence of a proof is not checked by the system and therefore unproved rewrite rules can be introduced at any time. This is useful if we are convinced of the existence of a useful rule which is not yet in the system, but it o ers the potential danger that the rewrite process will not be sound. To enable the user to ensure the correctness of the rewrite process, all the unproved rewrite rules used are printed out in instantiated form at the end of the process, together with the names of the original rules from which they have been instantiated. These rules form a proof obligation for the rewrite process.
A particular problem of correctness occurs when dealing with conditional rewriting. Ideally, each time a match was found with the left hand side of a conditional rewrite rule, the instantiated precondition would automatically be proved by a theorem prover. This is not at present possible, as proving tools are not fully automatic and are far too slow for use as co-routines for another process. The main goal of the rewrite process would be lost in the e ort of performing the proof. Again, the solution in the T-Ruby system is to print out the conditional rules in instantiated form and say that they are part of the proof obligation for the rewrite process.
The Rewrite Process
The rewrite process falls into three phases: The initial phase, the rewrite phase and the nal phase. In the initial phase the start expression is entered, possibly together with some specialised rules for use in the transformation. In the rewrite phase, actual rewriting is performed by applying suitable tactics to the target expression, and constraints can be added to the target expression. The rewrite session ends in the nal phase where the system prints out three things: The start expression with added constraints, the nal target expression, i.e. the result of the rewrite process, and nally the list of all the unproved rewrite rules used in the rewrite process. Some complete examples can be seen in 14, 12].
Search Strategies and Selection
Four strategies are available for performing the basic rewrite steps, o ering different ways to search the term for a match: Two use bottom-up search in the tree which represents the Term (left-depth, right-depth), and two use top-down search (left-top, right-top). This does not extend the functionality of the system, since the rewrite system contains a backtracking mechanism which allows the user to go from one successful match for a given rule to the next one, in the order de ned by the strategy in use. Thus the system will eventually nd all possible matches, regardless of the strategy chosen, but of course the strategy in use determines how many attempts are required to nd a particular match.
Another way to \navigate" within a term to be rewritten is to use selection. This enables the user to choose a subterm from the target expression and continue to rewrite on that subterm. It changes the state of the rewrite system so that the subterm is made the new target expression. When rewriting on the subterm has nished, the state can be changed back to consider the full term, where the rewritten subterm is inserted in the place from which it was removed.
In the T-Ruby system, selection is performed by pattern matching. The user provides a term with free variables, which is to act as a pattern. The system will try to nd a subterm which matches this pattern (via instantiation of some or all of the free variables). If this subterm is not the desired one, it is possible to backtrack and nd the next match for the same pattern. To allow for experiments it is also possible interactively to undo previous rewrite steps and constraints completely.
Rewrite Tactics and Tacticals
Rewrite tactics are functions which can be applied to Terms, and which attempt to perform a rewrite according to speci c rules for matching sub-terms. When applied to a Term, the tactic may succeed, in which case the target expression is rewritten in the way prescribed by the tactic, or it may fail, in which case the target expression is left unchanged.
The T-Ruby system o ers a set of four basic functions for constructing basic tactics which apply named rewrite rules using a particular search strategy in the target expression. For example the function Rd, applied as:
gives a rewrite tactic which will rewrite the target expression once, using a rightmost depth-rst search strategy, and attempting to apply rules assoccomp-i, fstcompdist-i and parcompdist-i until one of them succeeds. Similarly, Rt, Ld and Lt give a tactic which uses right-top, left-depth and left-top search respectively.
Rewrite tactics can be combined in a conjunctive, disjunctive or repetitive manner by the use of higher-order functions, known as tacticals, to form new and more complex rewrite tactics. The two basic tacticals are the in x operators THEN and ORELSE. They combine tactics sequentially and alternatively and make use of an automatic backtracking mechanism to nd possible solutions. Automatic backtracking enables us to write more general complex rewrite tactics, thus building up a library of tactics for di erent tasks.
The semantics of the conjunctive tactical THEN, applied as tac1 THEN tac2, can be described in a simple way as follows: It rst attempts to apply tac1 and then, if this succeeds, to apply tac2. More exactly, the system automatically applies backtracking on the list of solutions produced by tac1 until a solution for which tac2 succeeds is found. This solution is presented to the user, who can then use explicit backtracking to nd further solutions, if any. If there are no solutions where tac2 succeeds in the list produced by tac1, then the combined tactic fails.
The disjunctive tactical ORELSE, applied as tac1 ORELSE tac2, produces a list of all solutions from tac1 followed by all solutions from tac2. The combined tactic fails if both tac1 and tac2 fail.
The tactical REPEAT tac1 repeatedly applies tac1 until it fails. An extended version of REPEAT is the tactical REPEAT FIRST tac1 tac2 which rst applies tac1, and then, if that fails, applies tac2. This procedure is repeated until tac1 succeeds or tac2 fails. Both tacticals succeed if and only if tac1 succeeds at least once. They are both based on the tactical THEN and therefore use the same kind of automatic backtracking to nd possible solutions. This makes REPEAT FIRST extremely powerful for automatically searching through all possible solutions to make a certain rule match. In practical examples it has been particularly useful when we wish to exploit the associativity of operators such as serial composition until some other rule matches (see example below).
Composed Tactics
The use of tacticals enables us to write specialised composed tactics for speci c rewrite tasks. Some of these are of a \technical" nature, re ecting properties of the Ruby language, while others represent more or less complex structural manipulations of the circuit, and thus correspond to more traditional design steps. We have only space for a very few, simple examples.
A \technical" tactic which lets us use a rewrite rule (plusid) without bothering about the parenthesis structure for the serial composition operator is shown below. It rst moves all the parentheses as far as possible to the right and then moves them left until the rule matches. Typically we would write an SML function with the rule name (here plusid) as a parameter, thus having a specialised tactic for easy rewriting of expressions with complex serial compositions. Other (more complex) tactics in a similar style can be constructed for replacing, say, interleavings of wires with less complex wiring structures, and performing other design steps of this nature.
In T-Ruby, tactics are also available for reduction of arithmetic and Boolean Terms, so that the user does not need to apply individual rules for this purpose. For example, the tactic Evaluate evaluates all evaluable integer and Boolean sub-terms in the current target expression, where a sub-term is considered evaluable if it contains no uninstantiated variables, and no sub-terms of types other than integer or Boolean, while Full evaluate also performs ordinary -reduction for function applications of any type.
Evaluation makes it, for example, possible to rewrite an expression into Pure Ruby by expanding all the combinators and circuits by their de nitions. After each expansion, all if-and -expressions are reduced with Full evaluate to ensure that no in nite expansions arise. For example, a tactic for expanding mapn into Pure Ruby is:
From the target expression (mapn 2 plus), this produces the Pure Ruby Term: 5 Constraints
In T-Ruby, a constraint can have one of two forms: it can either be a relational constraint or an instantiation, both of which restrict the speci cation to a more speci c implementation.
Relational Constraints
A relational constraint is technically just an extra sub-term added to both sides of an equivalence. For example, given an equivalence between Ruby Terms t 1 and t 2 : t 1 = t 2 then the following is also an equivalence: comb(con; t 1 ) = comb(con; t 2 ) where con is the sub-term giving the constraint, and comb is an appropriate combinator for combining two sub-terms. Note that con can contain new free variables, and that this is the only way to introduce new parameters into a circuit description.
In many practical examples, comb is the combinator for serial composition, and the constraint is a representation relation or other type-constraining relation. Constraints can be introduced on the domain or range side of an expression representing a Ruby relation, so from an equivalence between two relations expressed by S = I , we can for example construct the valid equivalences: C d ; S = C d ; I S ; C r = I ; C r where C d and C r are suitable sub-terms giving the constraints.
To illustrate this, let us consider a situation in the development of a simpli ed calculator, as described in some detail in 14]. The initial speci cation of this circuit is developed in terms of integers. Essentially, the calculator is to o er two functions: add, where the current integer input is to be added to the accumulated sum (unless over ow occurs), and pass, where the integer is to be used to initialise the sum. The initial part of the rewrite process proceeds as follows: We start the rewrite process with new rw "SUMspec", so that the term SUMspec becomes the initial target expression. SUMspec is then expanded with its de nition by a (left-depth) rewrite. This gives the circuit shown in Figure 5 (a). The abstract ALU sub-circuit ALUa is then replaced by an equivalent, more concrete sub-circuit ALUk, by use of lemma1, which merely states the (provable) fact that ALUa = ALUk. Finally, ALUk is expanded with its de nition, to allow us to make rewrites on its subcomponents. Then, to restrict the interface of the calculator from being arbitrary integers to only being integers in an n-bit representation, we add suitable constraints to the domain (by applying the function dcon) and range (with rcon). A suitable constraint here is the identity relation on n-bit integers, denoted (idn n). Such an identity relation is constructed as the composition of the corresponding representation relation with its inverse 5]. The required representation relation relates an integer which can be represented by n bits to the n bit values, and is here denoted Bitsn n. After introduction of the constraints and expansion of idn with its de nition, we obtain the circuit shown in Figure 5 (b). Note that adding these constraints introduces a free variable %n into the description, representing the number of bits in the integer representation.
Instantiation
The second form of constraint in T-Ruby is instantiation (or specialisation) of term or type variables on both sides of an equivalence, so that they take on particular values or types. Technically, instantiation in T-Ruby is the application of a pair of substitutions, ( term ; type ), where term is a mapping from free term variables or universally quanti ed variables to terms, and type is a mapping from type variables (which are always free) to types.
For an instantiation to be valid when applied to a Term s, each substitution, say of variable x by Term t, must obey certain obvious rules:
1. The types of x and t must be uni able. 2. The instantiated variable, x, must occur as a free or universally quanti ed variable in s, but not in t. 3. If t contains a variable y (6 = x), then y must occur in s. The type of y within t will then be uni ed with its type within s. This means, amongst other things, that a term substitution may implicitly give rise to a type substitution. When the instantiation forms part of a rewriting process, these rules must of course be obeyed on both sides of the current equivalence, spec i = step i . As in the case of relational constraints, inspection of the start expression will show the currently applied instantiations.
For example, the \n-bit" description of the calculator given above could be instantiated to give a description of a calculator which uses a 16-bit representation of integers by the following commands, which also demonstrates the result of the instantiation on the start expression (with its relational constraints). 6 Conclusion
The style of transformational synthesis illustrated in this paper is useful for a large proportion of the typical areas of application of Ruby. The availability of the T-Ruby tool has made this style of design more secure by placing the transformations on a formal basis. The transformation process can be continued down to any desired level of detail, leading ultimately to a circuit description at the level of standard cells in a cell library. T-Ruby o ers three features which make it easy to perform powerful transformations. Firstly, many of the equivalences of Ruby are extremely powerful, in the sense that they express radical rearrangements of the circuit. Secondly, long sequences of rewrites can be stored as new rewrite rules, which can then be applied by using a simple tactic. And thirdly, it is possible to compose complex tactics by using tacticals. We are gradually building up a library of such tactics for general use.
Currently, there is no direct connection from the system to a theorem prover for handling the proof obligations which arise during the design process. Nor is there a direct link to a drafting system which can automatically draw the graphical interpretations of the circuit as the design progresses. Work is in progress to add these components to the system.
